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This charming story in regards to a little monkey named BLUE, tells the tale of his food allergy and how
he learns to live with it. Whether recently diagnosed, preparing for the skin prick test, or simply wanting
to educate a young child, this book offers a fun one-on-one opportunity for debate and education. Visitors
go with BLUE as his symptoms give way to assessment and the discovery of the issue food. Filled with
beautiful moments and interactive pages, small children will like meeting BLUE!
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Perfect reserve for a child with food allergies! I actually ordered this for my daughter who has food
allergies. Beautifully illustrated and truly inspiring.5 year old son is allergic to peanuts and tree nuts, and
this book has been so wonderful in helping him to at least one 1) understand what having an allergy
means 2) understand the processes unique to people that have allergies, like the skin prick testing and
needing to find food alternatives, and 3) feel not so alone along with his allergy. This is, hands down, the
very best book about food allergies we've found. Must read for your allergy kids! Should you have an
allergic child and are searching for a way to help explain items in a tender, useful, and caring method, this
is the perfect book! There is nothing in it that would scare them. We enjoyed reading over and over again.
It is beautifully created and the illustrations . Such a great story and a wonderful way to explain food
allergies in this manner. A favorite that goes just about everywhere with him and his handbag alongside
his EpiPen. Our child is highly allergic to eggs and peanuts. He's also on the spectrum. wonderful book
My son has meals allergies and really likes this publication!! Thanks for sharing this story for all of our
kiddos. I love this book I like this book. I bought it for my grandson who provides serious peanut
allergies. Best explanation of allergy tests I've ever seen in a children's book. Based on that I believe this
publication is for kids a little older, 5 maybe, just for the attention period. Great story. Beautiful book
about allergies Beautifully illustrated allergy book for children. My kids r 3 and under. He struggles with
reading but it has become his favorite publication.. I am in love with the message in this book and think
that ... This is among well known books. I am deeply in love with the message in this book and think that
it can help her to comprehend and deal with her feelings on her allergies as I send her off to school Must
buy for parents of Toddler's with Meals Allergies Great publication for toddlers with meals allergies and
sometimes for those parents who don't quite understand the importance of paying attention to their kids
diet. It really is such a obvious explanation told in a way that children understand greatest (through a tale),
with such care and sensitivity for the tiny reader.! It really is beautifully created and the illustrations are
beautiful. Additionally it is a great publication to read to children who might not have food allergy
symptoms in order to better understand those who do. My 5 yr outdated who has multiple allergies simply
loved it. We've only experienced it for half of a day and we've read it 5 times already. Great for everyone
in to the allergy world What a great story! My child with multiple allergies knew what was heading on
and it had been very relatable. My 3.. A definite conversation starter. It's been very helpful in our church
nursery to the various other adults and children in to the allergy world. He struggles with reading but this
has become his preferred book. Many thanks for such an excellent story! I highly recommend this book
due to the beautiful illustrations and inspirational ... The tale of BLUE provides been very helpful. My son
is certainly allergic to gluten and lactose. I recommend this book due to the gorgeous illustrations and
inspirational story. This story has helped my boy to better understand why he can't possess certain foods.
This book is amazing. That is a story we enjoy reading over and over in our home! Wonderful book! This
is a wonderful book! Want to support meals allergy items. I got the book not only to read to him but also
for his classmates and close friends to help them better understand allergies. The book not only provides
education about allergies but also explains the emotions that children with them may deal with. He
LOVES the reserve and it's beautiful illustrations and Personally i think it will be incredibly valuable in
helping him never to feel isolated.y
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